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Knowledge Discovery



DATA MINING TOOL

➤ Data mining is looking for hidden, valid, and all the possible 
useful patterns in large size data sets 

➤ Data Mining is a technique which helps you to discover 
unsuspected/undiscovered relationships amongst the data for 
business gain 

➤ According to Guru99, There, are many useful tools available 
for Data mining 

➤ Following is a curated list of Top 10 handpicked Data Mining 
software with popular features



1). REPORT MINER
➤ An enterprise-grade data mining solution that enables business users to 

create reusable extraction templates in a drag-and-drop user interface 

➤ Features: 

- Extract data from a range of unstructured sources, including PDFs, 
TXT, DOC, DOCX, and more 

- Create reusable extraction templates to mine data from documents 
containing similar layout 

- Automate data mining process with features like job scheduling, 
email/folder/FTP integration, automated address and name parsing, 
and use event-based triggers to run workflows 

- Use built-in data quality and profiling transformations to validate 
data





2). OCTOPARSE
➤ SaaS web data platform that satisfies users' most crawling needs, both basic 

and advanced. You can use it to scrape web data and turn unstructured/
semi-structured data into structured data sets without coding 

➤ Features: 

- Two kinds of operation mode - Wizard Mode and Advanced Mode - for 
non-programmers to quickly pick up 

- User-friendly point-and-click interface 

- Provides Scheduled Cloud Extraction to extract dynamic data in real-time 
and keeps track of any website updates 

- Uses the built-in RegEx tools and XPath configuration to locate elements 
precisely on complex websites 

- Offers IP Proxy Servers that automate the IPs, greatly reducing the 
chances of being detected by aggressive websites





3). SAS DATA MINING

➤ Statistical Analysis System is a product of SAS. It was 
developed for analytics and data management. It offers a 
graphical UI for non-technical users 

➤ Features: 

- SAS Data mining tools help you to analyze Big data 

- It is an ideal tool for Data mining, text mining & 
optimization 

- SAS offers distributed memory processing architecture 
which is highly scalable





4). TERADATA
➤ It is a massively parallel open processing system for developing large-scale 

data warehousing applications  

➤ Run on Unix/Linux/Windows server platform 

➤ Features: 

- Teradata Optimizer can handle up to 64 joins in a query 

- Tera data has a low total cost of ownership. It is easy to set up, maintain, 
and administrate 

- It supports SQL to interact with the data stored in tables. It provides its 
extension 

- It helps you to distribute the data to the disks automatically with no 
manual intervention 

- Teradata provides load & unload utilities to move data into/from Teradata 
System.





5). R-PROGRAMMING
➤ R is a language for statistical computing and graphics. It also 

used for big data analysis 

➤ It provides a wide variety of statistical tests 

➤ Features: 

- Effective data handling and storage facility 

- It provides a suite of operators for calculations on arrays, in 
particular, matrices 

- It provides a coherent, integrated collection of big data tools 
for data analysis 

- It provides graphical facilities for data analysis which display 
either on-screen or on hardcopy





6). BOARD
➤ Board is a Management Intelligence Toolkit. It combines features of business 

intelligence and corporate performance management 

➤ It is designed to deliver business intelligence and business analytics in a single 
package 

➤ Features: 

- Allows you to Analyze, simulate, plan and predict using a single platform 

- To build customized analytical and planning applications. 

- Board All-In-One combines BI, Corporate Performance Management, and 
Business Analytics. 

- It empowers businesses to develop and maintain sophisticated analytical 
and planning applications 

- The proprietary platform helps to report by accessing multiple data sources





7). DUNDAS
➤ Dundas is an enterprise-ready Data mining tool which can be used 

for building and viewing interactive dashboards, reports, etc.  

➤ Able to deploy Dundas BI as the central data portal for the 
organization 

➤ Features: 

- Server application with full product functionality 

- Integrate and access all kind of data sources 

- Customizable data visualizations 

- Smart drag and drop tools 

- Visualize data through maps 

- Predictive and advanced data analytics





8). INETSOFT
➤ Inetsoft allows the quick and flexible transformation of data from 

various sources 

➤ Features: 

- It helps you to access structured and semi-structured sources, 
on-premise applications 

- Allows you to optimize apps for data consumption and updating 

- Offer customized and secure levels of data exploration and 
reporting 

- Scale up for large data sets of users using Inbuilt Spark platform 

- Generate paginated reports with embedded business logic and 
parameterization





9). H30

➤ H3O is used to perform data analysis on the data held in 
cloud computing application systems 

➤ Features: 

- H3O allows you to take advantage of the computing power 
of distributed systems and in-memory computing 

- It allows fast and easy deployment into production with 
Java and binary format 

- It helps you to use the programming languages like R, 

- Python and others to build a model in H3O 

- Distributed, In-memory Processing





10). QLIK
➤ Qlik is Data mining and visualization tool. It also offers 

dashboards and Supports multiple data sources and file types 

➤ Features: 

- Drag-and-drop interfaces to create flexible, interactive data 
visualizations 

- Instantly respond to interactions and changes. 

- Supports multiple data sources and file types 

- It allows easy security for data and content across all devices 

- It allows you to share relevant analyses, including apps and 
stories, using a centralized hub





TECHNIQUES
➤ Data Discovery: 

- Cluster  

• k-mean 

• DB Scan: min point & Epsilon 

• Confident interval 

- Gabor Filtering: feature extraction: Gradient 

- Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
Deep Learning 

➤ Prediction: 

- Data Exploration 

- Correlation 

- Similarity e.g. Jacquard, Cosine Similarity

➤ Microsoft Excel 

➤ MiniTab 

➤ Power BI
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